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Spicls 
Spicls is a set of Cloud Services about the DIVA2 products. Spicls means: Servicing vending machines in an elegant 
way and to pass data to the backend systems. The special feature is that the various data types such as EVADTS, 
transactions, alarms can be flexibly sent to different back office systems, as you prefer. So automatic billing, 
inventory control, alarm and disposition management and user management can be managed in separate systems. 
Spicls ensures that the correct data arrives at the right time at the right place. 

 

 
 
Why Spicls: 
 Costs control: reduction of the filling and maintenance costs of vending machines and payment systems 
 Faster reaction times for interventions, price or configuration changes, software updates 
 Optimization of hardware costs: Smartphones and tablets instead of expensive handhelds 
 Targeted modification of the configuration due to direct access to the Service Menu of DIVA devices 
 SaaS (Software as a Service): out-of-the-box available, no software installation 
 Most open and flexible cloud solution for vending on the market, compatible with all background systems 
 

Modular Services 
 EVADTS: exact time delivering for EVADTS files to the ERP system of the customer 
 TRANSACTIONS: single sales, payment (cashless, cash, virtual, etc.), users and much more 
 PRICES: time controlled changeover, 5 different PL, Happy Hour, connection to ERP 
 ALARMS: Alerting in real time 
 FOTA (Firmware update), CONFIGURATION, LOGS: independently supported services from the Spicls database  
 

DIVA2 family and Spicls: 
 DIVA2, LeX or DeLight in vending machine 
 simple internet connexion via LAN, Wlan or GSM (Extension204) 
 4 in 1: Cashless, Audit, Telemetry, Mobile Payment (QR, NFC, BLE) 
 scalable hardware (basic module and extension modules) 
 uniform date for all vending machines and payment systems 
 remote access: each box can be accessed directly via PC / tablet / smartphone 
 best price – performance ration on the market 

 
Ext204 GSM: plugged directly 


